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Re-accreditation likely for university
by Riley Worth

is one step closer.

Final action is expected in
August
'The recommendation (from
association) we received is very
seldom turned around." said Lin

The university has received
preliminary notification that a
national accreditation team is

academic affairs. 'This is not a
rubber stvnp kind of thing, but

recommending full re-accreditation
by the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools.

suggested that the process (of reaccreditation) will change."

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Full re-accreditation for SCSU

Holder, associate vice president of
there was nothing in our report that

According to Holder, the
accreditation affects stsu threefold.
One, is the practical fact. If
SCSU was not re-accredited all
federal aid to students would stop.
Also, no one would be able
to get into graduate school
because, in order to be accepted
to graduate school, a person
must earn an undergraduate

degree from an accredited school.
Also, re-accreditation has to do
with our image in the public's eye,
it says that SCSU meets the full
standards of accreditation that have
been set.
"It's quality control, showing
that (SCSU faculty and staff) are
doing their jobs right," Holder said.
"It's a statement of public
confidence."

Businesses, parks,
roads already victims
of flood water

by Karlee Morgan

by Shannon Swanson

STAFF WRITER

MANAGING EDITOR

more.
"It doesn't matter how much water it is,''

Go TO FLOODING, PAGE 4 ..

Go TO SCSU, PAGE 7 ..

Government
calls for
applicants)
gives money
to womens
hockey

Floods '
drown
St. Cloud
area

In the, last week, floods 'have suddenly
become a harsh reality in the St. Cloud area.
As a result of the rapid melting of the
winter's heavy snowfalls, the Sauk,
Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers bloated
with excessive, run-off. Already, the rivers
have overllowed their banks in areas.
Some city parks along the Mississippi
have fallen victim to the river, and several
blocks of 5th Ave. N. near Cathedral High
School is now a small lake.
One business in the St. Cloud area has also
succumbed to flooding. Water began
rumbling through Anton's Restaurant in
Waite Park early Thursday morning.
Anton's, located on the Sauk River, is a
family-owned business that has flooded three
times since 1984.
"We've been flooded in the past and it's
just something you learn to accept being on a
flood plane," said Dave Gaetz, general
manager. "We had a good crew here helping
when the water began to rise getting
everything up and out of the water."
Dave Gaetz estimates the water level at 4
to 6 inches witli the possibility of up to a foot

Third, the university can use this
internally, .proving to itself that
under President Grube's leadership,
this school is providing a powerful
stimulus for its students.
In evaluating SCSU, the
accreditation team noted several
strengths:

Student Govem~nt allocated $200) for the
women's hockey team to go to their national
competition. The motion passed after much
debate from senator Amy
Nord, senior, and Urban
Affairs Chair, Dominic
Nelson, sophomore.
"I feel this is an
important step for SCSU
wonJn's
athletics,"
Nelson
said.
"The
Women's Hockey Team
has put a lot of work into
this competition, without any strong points as to
why we shouldn't finance the $200::,, I motion to
vote in favor of the allocation."

ScottAnderson!SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

A group of about 25 SCSU students took a trip Saturday to the Walker Art
Center and sculpture gardens in Minneapolis. The trip was sponsored by the
University Programming Board Outings and Rec Committee.

•President William Linlejohn, sophomore,
sent around a sign up sheet for attendance and
driving availability for the delegates assembly
this weekend.
·
•Vice president Jeff Anderson, junior,
announced that applications are out for
Student Government positions. Applications
are available in the Student Government
office. There will be a leadership
scholarship fund-raiser on May 4 called
the Leadership Walkathon.

Go TO GOVERNMENT, PAGE 4 ..
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CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY

8 p.m. in The Quarry,
AMC.

Baseball

The high f9r the month was 59 degrees and
the low was minus ·10.

Month of March a
cool one in St.

Cloud

Open Mic Night

'

') 1 p.m.' SCSU vs University
of Minnesota-Morris, two

g~mes.

Softball
3 p.m. at home, scsU vs.
Southwest State, two
games.

Those who complained about the weather

being colder this March than in the past had
legitimate reason. It was.
Bob Weisman, associate professor of Earth
Sciences, said the average temperature in
March was· 25 . l degrees, more than 2.5
degrees below nonnal. Precipitation was near
nonnal, although snowfall was about 2.5
inches above nonnal. Nearly 12 inches for the
month brings the 1996-97 seasonal snowfall
to 62.6 inches, well'·above the nonnal fullseason total of 44.8 inches. Another 2.4 inches
of snow in April will make 1996-97 one of the
10 snowiest years in St. Cloud history.
The average high temperature was 34.3
degrees compared to the normal 37 .6 degrees.

Finalists named for
directorship of
Minority student

Programs
The campus community is invited to meet
the finalists for the directorship of the
Minority Student Programs during their
campus visits.
The first to visit will be Ruth Russell on
April 9, the Director of the American
Intercultural Center at the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay.
Steven Birdine is visiting April 11. He is
currently Coordinator of Diversity Programs
at Indiana University and President of

STATE

WEDNESDAY
Baseball
1:30 p.m. SCSU at South
Dakota State.

THURSDAY
College Bowl
6 p.m. Spring College
Bowl Tournament. Anyone
who loves Jeopardy, will love
College Bowl. Inquire in UPB
office in Atwood.

Grand opening for
Climbing Wall
4-6 p.m. The grand
opening ceremony for the
Outings and Recreation
Dept. climbing wall.

Softball
2 p.m. SCSU at Moorhead
State

FRIDAY
Deadline for dropping
claSSl)S
Students must use a
touchtone telephone to drop
classes by 7:50 p.m.

SATURDAY
Baseball
1 p.m. SCSU vs. Valley
City State, at home.

To submit information for the

events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

Tuesday, Ai:,ril 8, 1997

Creative Diversity Communications.
The current Acting Director of Minority
Programs, Shahzad Ahmad, will be meeting
the campus on April 16.
All candidates are available to meet with
different constituents of the campus
community at these times on the date of their
visit students at 11 a.m. to noon in the St.
Croix Room and faculty and staff from 2 p.m.
to 3 p.m. in the Watab Room.

Burglary reported in
Stearns Hall
Sophomore Andrew Pierce, of Steams Hall
reported a theft April 1 at around 3 p.m.
Athletic equipment valued at $510 was
reported missing. No forced entry was
evident.

& NATION

or" the race, would have
Towns flooded
IRA bomb threat running
reached 250 million people.
and water hasn't at England horse
Beat poet Allen
even crested
racing event
Ginsberg dies
The historic Flood of 1997 is a
England's version of the
reality in towns such as Granite
Falls and Montevideo. But the story
gets worse.
The Red River rose 10 a record
8. 7 feet over flood stage Saturday
night in Breckenridge. The crest of
the waters is approximately 10 feet.
The river is expected to crest in
Montevideo today at 24 or 25 feet,
and a repeat situation will occur in
Granite Falls within eight to 16
hours.
Saturday's steady rai n and
Sunday's snow flurries did nothing
in the way of improving the
·desperate situation.

Kentucky Derby, the Grand
The poet of the Beat Generation,
National steeplechase was forced to Allen Ginsberg, · died at age 70
postpone the event due to an Irish Saturday.
Republican Army bomb threat.
He died in his New York City
A telephone bomb warning
apartment surrounded by eight
using IRA code words forced
"close friends and old lovers," said
60,000 spectators to scurry for
safety. Included in the evacuated Bill Moran, Ginsberg's friend .
crowd was Princess Anne of · Ginsberg was diagnosed eight days
ago with terminal liver cancer and
Britain.
This is the latest action in a suffered a fatal heart attack.
Ginsburg first emerged during
-series of warnings and hoaxes
attributed to the IRA over the past the 1950's with his blend of druginduced visions, hedonistic sex, and
!Odays.
The BBC estimated that its gut-wrenching autobiography.
broadcast of the event, the 150th

St. Cloud meteorologist Ralph
Nistler predicted flooding for the
spring.
Through the month of January,
Nistler said there had been 40.2
inches of snow. He said that if the
average snowfall for the remaining
montlis was reached, it would
figure out to be 60.2 inches for the
entire winter.
That amount compares to this
year's total of 62.6 inches before
Sunday's snowfall.

U)RRECTIONS
In the April 4 edition of the
University Chronicle, the article
titled, "Speaker di scusses HIV,
AIDS, substaace abuse," her friend
was the one who suggested she get
tested and her boyfriend had been
HIV positive for several years.
In the March 21 article titled,
"Crimes down, thefts up, security
reports." Carol Hall building had
just one· incidenre of thi ft in the
month of January.

In its current condition, St. Paul
Civic Center is not ready to house
an NHL team, according to a group
of NHL delegates, which included
Commissioner Gary Bettman, who
toured the Civic Center Wednesday.
St. Paul Mayor Norm Coleman
said Bettman's displeasure with the
building was only stating the
obvious, and there will soon be a
professional hockey team here.
Gov. Ame Carlson has pledged
$5.5 million in cash upfront as part
of a $5 1 million bonding proposal
to be voted on next year.

Clirorucle

IN IIIsTORY...
18 years ago.. .

St. Paul Civic
Center not ready
to house Nill.
hockey team
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Forum answers Native Atnerican voices
by Carrie Schmidt
During the first part of the First
Amendment Forum, "Native
Voices, Native Echoes," Paul

DeMain set the stage for a day-long
educational debate. DeMain, editor
of News From Indian Country,
discussed 'The Legacy of Indian

Journalism."
He started by giving a brief list
of important dates in Native
American history. He cited events

such as treaties and times of tunnoil
as well as dates of important
b~akthroughs in the Native

American press.
DeMain explained how Native
American press differs from the
mainstream press. Because of
different laws and norms on the
reservations, Indian journalists
often deal with censorship and

management manipulation, he said.
Urging mainstream writers to
watch for accuracy, DeMain talked

about a newspaper headline that
said, "Indians given unlimited,
unregulated fishing and hunting
rights."
He explained if a mainstream
journalist went fishing with a
Native American, he or she would
see that there are indeed many
regulations.
Another example cited was nonNative Americans Call the Native
American activity "spearfishing."
However, DeMain said, it is just

Shane A. Opati/ASSJSfANI PHOTO EDfTOR

Sophomore Foster Stangel asks a question of the "Native Echoes" panelists Loren Omotto, Kent Nerbum, Nancy Ha~es and
Andy Ma~ow. The Native Echoes panel was held after the Native Voices panel al-the First Amendment Forum Friday in the
Atwood Little Theatre.
called fishing on the reservation.
1be word squeezed its way into

non-Native
American's
vocabularies, and is finding its way
into headlines.
As advice to mainstream
journalists, DeMain said to "watch
carefully for words that will
inflame."
In an attempt to extinguish that
flame, there was a panel discussion,
"Distinct
People,
Invisible

Coverage."
Mediator
Andy
Marlow, station manager at
KUOM-AM, said Native American
coverage in mainstream media
typically occurs only during times
of controversy, but that omission of
Native Americans from the press is
unconscious.
An audience member from the
Leech Lake reservation suggested
the coverage may not be what it
should
be
because
most

reservations are located far away
from larger cities.
Mark Anthony Rolo, editor of
the Cirr:le in Minneapolis, brought
up the topic of media bias, such as
the "rich Indian" stereotype that
Marlow said stems from the
casinos.
De Main added that there are two
veins of mainstream journalism,
that of the poor, downtrodden
American Indian or the extremely

militant American Indian.
Panel
member
Louise
Mengelkoch, journalism professor
at Bemidji State Universtiy, gave
the audience a list of 20 things that
she thinks are important to learn if
writing about Native Americans.
A few ideas were re-visited later
in · the discussion and other panel
members added to the list.

Go TO AMENDMENT,

PAGE
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Atwood to extend Hardee's
'~Q1Jllog,out' holds
promise of acceptance contract to two years
for gay/lesbian students
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

by Jodi L. Wallin
STAFF WRITER

The college years are a time of growth
and learning. Not merely facts and figures,
but of self awareness and identity.
When that learning process includes the
self-realization of homosexuality, coming to
terms with that awareness can be -a
challenge, both for those who discover it
about themselves and those ,who learn it
aboutothecs.
"I have blue eyes, I have blond hair, I'm
six: foot four, I'm 170 pounds and I'm gay,"
said Robert Kraemer, sophomore mass
communications major, to a crowd gathered
in the South Voyageur room in Atwood
Thursday to hear the panel talk about their
sexual orientation and how it has affected
their lives.
Kraemer
explained
that
his
· homosexuality is not a definition of who he
is, but merely part of his overall identity.
"Before I'm gay, I'm human," added
Tom LaBossiere, freshman applied
psychology major. "I believe you're born
with it, that it's not learned, There are no
benefits to being gay. It's not a choice. If I
had a choice I would choose to be straight."
Another student, Deb Kaufman, a senior
majoring in pre-law, who had been married
for 13 years before falling in love with her
mother's best friend-a woman.
"I didn't know what it meant to be a
lesbian," Kaufman said. "There was no
Melissa Etheridge out there in the media. I
really didn't kn.ow (what a lesbian was)."
According to Kaufman, there is a
misconception that lesbians are man haters.
"I'm not with women because I hate
men," Kaufman said. "I still find men
attractiv"e, same with women. I thought being
gay was a sexual thing but then I realized
that it wasn't that."

"Why are you gay?" asked Robert
Protomastcr, an audience tnember
"I don't know," Kaufman answered.
For Robert Kraemer, third grade was the
watershed year in which he had recollections
of feeling different than others. In fourth
grade that feeling got a name when he was
called a fag.
"I thought it was just a phase. I even
prayed for it to go away-it didn't," Kraemer
said, noting that he realized his other friends
were not going through the same experience.
By the time Kraemer was in high school
he had become more accepting of who he
was, but was still dating girlfriends. In his
junior year of high school he said he was
accepting of who he was when he broke up
with a girl named Michelle.
"I always joked that if Michelle had been
Michael we'd still be going out," said
Kraemer.
In his senior year Kraemer "came out,"
the abbreviated fonn of "coming out of the
closet," meaning to tell someone else about
one's sexual orientation.
'"Coming out' doesn't necessarily mean
that they're out to everyone," said Taryn
Mack, coordinator of the Gay Lesbian
Bisexual Transgender Resource Center
which supported the "Out and . About at
SCSU" seminar as part of Bisexual G:.ay
Lesbian Awareness Day. "They may be out
to family but not friends or friends but not
family," she said.
"When I came out it was the most
exhilarating thing that ever happened to me,"
Kraemer said of coming out to his friends.
Despite emotionally preparing himself
for the day his family would find out, he had
not yet told them. The day came earlier than
he thought.

Go TO BGLAD, PAGE 7 •

Students, faculty and visitors of SCSU
will continue to have a wide variety of food
choices in Atwood Memorial Center. The
contract for the Hardee's fast food restaurant
has been extended for an additional two
years.
Hardee's contract was extended at this
time because the contracts for Aramark food
services and Hardce's are on the same
renewal cycle. Th.is gives SCSU flexibility
for future choices of food services.
The role of Aramark food services and
Hardee's is very different. Hardee's serves
striclly a cash market. This includes those
students who do not have Husky Bucks or
meal exchange options,

~!~Jes:~~ :~: :i~:~;s~~
campus for a meal or other
visitors which scsu might
hos~ark serves both the
::!n!~~:~~~~si:;j

years, but with college students that changes
from year to year, Devoid said.
"I could install a new restaurant this year
and it could be really busy," Devoid said.
'Then you could see me removing it from
Atwood in five years because it is no longer
popular. Trends change that quickly."
Hardee's serves approximately 1,000
meals a day in Atwood. Aramark serves
approximately 2,100 meals a day through the
many restaurants in Atwood. Of those meals
the spending is spread evenly between Husky
Bucks, meal exchange and cash. With a total
of 15,000 Husky Bucks a week Aramark
serves the majorj]y of food in Atwood.
Garvey Commons serves over 15,000mealsa
week.
"We're not in competition with Aramark,"
Hardee's manager Becky

====j•··••===

~:~a~ot:;~-hoi~•:,:e•re
Hardee's is currently

We're not in
looking at options of
competition With ~~~~~~f!hi:h d~~~ldca~
Aramark. We're
mere9' another ~~!~t!~!t ;;;~a~~yst~:
·
choke.
would increase the amount

~~~~arH~;~u~~::~:;'.

~:;:n~~!,;an~~i~ay ::a~:
however, is the Residential
Life students. Those on the
of sales for Hardee's by
Aramark Husky Bucks
Becky Newman
over fifty percent.
system are able to use their
HARDEE'S MANAGER
Along with other
ID as a debit card or can use
proposed changes Hardee's
the meal exchange system,
plans to introduce new
.with their food plan.
sandwich choices throughout the spring and
"We're not trying to be a conglomerate summer, Newman said. · "We're always
that captures up all the students' dollars.," said looking for feedback, it's helpful."
Ed Devoid, director of Aramark food
The on-campus Hardce's is owned by
services. "We're trying to enhance the Dominion Investments which owns over ten
program."
Hardee's restaurants throughout the Midwest,
Devoid's vision for Atwood includes including the Hardees' found throughout St.
renovating much of the existing space on the Cloud proper. Dominion Investments is
lower level. This includes adding new food located in Hudson, Wisconsin.
services and increasing the choices available.
"As long as we're wanted here and the
Aramark's challenge is finding restaurants customers are here Hardee's is willing to
and services which will have the greatest serve SCSU," Newman said.
longevity. Generally trends last for a few

Page4
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Sociology professor picks
at Clinton policy on Iraq
by Muhammad Karim
NEWS EDITOR

Associate professor oJ sociology
Abbas Mehdi accused the Clinton

Administration of exacerbating the
situation in Iraq.
Mehdi spoke March 5 to a
conference sponsored' by the
Middle
East
Institute
at
Georgetown
University
in·
Washington, D.C. Featured in the
audience was Madeline Albright,
the first woman to hold the JX)Sition

of Secretary of State.
Mehdi said the economic
embargo against that country
compels the people to feel

dependent upon Saddam Hussein.
He said Hussein has launched a

S'I CLOUD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
Never Stop

Learning.
For career information call (320) 654-5089
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Attention
Pre-Business
Students

propaganda campaign in an effort
to convince the people of Iraq that
the world in general and the United
States,
in
particular,
are ·
disinterested in their plight.
The
United
States
is
inadvertently assisting Hussein in
achieving his goal of total control
~:~:~~ki!l,eM~hd~d~ith its

"What

I tried

to

do

is

communicate to Secretary of State
Albright the importance of
reconsideration Mr. Clinton's
current policy toward Iraq," Mehdi
said. "By engaging in the present
~~:r?•f action, Hussein is the true

File photo

Abbas Mehdi, professor of sociology spoke March 5 at the
Middle east Institute in Washington, D.C.

in Iraq. What this policy has
actually achieved is doubt in the
minds of the Iraqi people as well as
misgiving. It has also reduced U.S.
creditability in the Middle East."
The Clinton administration is
Mehdi said the economic simply following the blueprints set
embargo against Iraq has resulted in by the Bush administration, Mehdi
shortages of food, medicine and said. 'They have not fonnulated
health services. Sanitation services new ideas or new policies," he said.
has also been adversely affected. "Some (Washington officials)
Such shortages force the people of actually believed. that the best way
~;!e:t7~~ acc~ring w~~:~:~: to deal with the situation in Iraq is
, to eradicate Saddam, but not
indifference.
necessarily his regime. This is
Mehdi said he believes the Gulf nonsense."
War was an excellent opportunitY
Angello Parasilipi' was one of
for the United St.ites to rid Iraq of the organizers for the conference at
Hussein. He said many people in Georgetown University. He said his
Iraq fee l let down by the United university was honored to hold
States, primarily · because of the such an event and that Mehdi could
U.S's refusal to finish the Gulf War attend.
by removing Hussein from power.
"Abbas Mehdi presented an
The United States is not excellent defense of his views on
opposed to the Iraq people, but its the Iraqi situation," Parasilipi said.
leadership, Mehdi said.
"I think we must start thinking
"Our country has lost credibili'ty seriously about this whole issue of
among the Iraqi people and the Iraq and how it affects us as a
Arab world. because of a strong country."
commitment to get rid of Saddam,"
Mehdi said he will return to
Mehdi said. 'The declared goal of Georgetown in May for a second
U.S. policy is to create a democracy

conference on the Iraqi problem.
Although he will not deliver a
presentation, he said he will be far
from silent.
At the previous conference,
Mehdi put forth several proposals
for the United States government to
consider in dealing with Iraq. The
most important aspect is for the
United States to develop an
understanding of the issues
surrounding Iraq. He said the main
issue is the toppling of Hussein and
his government.
Mehdi also said the United
States must be prepared to assist in
the rebuilding of Iraq and help in
establishing a democratic fonn of
government. Working alongside
Iraqi expatriates with credibility,
Iraq would become a democratic
country, Mehid said.
"We in the opposition have two
main objectives," Mehdi told the
conference, "the collapse of
Saddam's regime and the institution
of a democratic system in its place.
Only then will the aspirations of the
Iraqi people, the people of the
Middle East, the United States and
the world be fulfilled."

CINNAMON RIDGE APARTMENTS
You are required to come to the
Student Services Office to obtain
your,ACCESS CODE, THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.
Advisers will be available in
BB 123, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
,
Starting April 8 for Summer .Quarter
and April 28 for Fall Quarter 1997.

4-bedroom apartments
available with:

For information
call

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

• Tuck-under parking
• Heat Paid
•Water Paid
• Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths
• Dishwasher
• Microwave
BIGGEST .llP.IIRTMENTS OIi CJIIIPO'II
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Flooding
said Dave Gaetz. "You can't go by
whether it's an inch or four feet, the

water still docs as much damage."
"We're just fortunate that the
water coming through is springclean and clear with very liule
debris like trees or logs floating

through," he said.
According to Nancy Gaetz,
payroll supervisorf the longer
the water stays in, the more

damage is done to the wocxlwork
and carpet.
'The water doesn't just dampen
the carpet, it completely pulls
it up," she said. "Nonnally,
the water just comes in and goes
out; it doesn't hang around for

awhile."
Dave Gaetz said damages are

difficult to estimate until the water
goes out
"We're not sure of how much
damage there actually is right now.
he said. ''We won't know anything

until the water goes out."
According to Anton Gaetz,

retired owner, sandbagging doesn't
help when the building is located on
a flood plane.
"We sandbagged for the last

flood, but the water pressure
underneath blew the concrete floors
up," he said. 'The water comes up
through the floors no matter what
you do; it's the water level that you
can't contain."
Anton's plans to collect on their
flood insurance.
'The only thing that stinks about
flood insurance is that it's a separate

PAGE 1
policy," said Nancy Gaetz. "Our
normal business owner's policy
doesn't cover flooding or a loss of
business income."
Dave GaelZ considers the cleanup process a good spring cleaning.
"We will start from the top and
work our way down," he said.
"Contractors will come in and
estimate the damages when the
water goes out, and then we can
· begin the repairs."
According to Nancy Gaetz, the
family has always been close while
working together to help restore the
family business.
"When the water started coming
up, we didn't have to call anybody,"
said Nancy Gaetz. "Everybody was
already here helping."
Dave Gaetz said the community
has also been supportive, wanting to
help in any way they can.
"We've gotten hundreds of
phone calls from people asking if
they can volunteer and help in the
clean-up process," he said. "'There's
really nothing anybody can do until
the water goes out."
"Right now, we're just plucking
away at everything we can do,
going in everyday moving a few
more thiogs when the water gets
higher." said Nancy Gaetz.
Re-opening the restaurant
depends on how and when the
water goes out. Anton's will
gradually re-open for business
while stocking inventory.
'The bar will probably be open
before the dining room," said

Government
Student Government has been
asked to sponsor the fund-raiser by
helping pay for printing costs.
Finance will review policies on
allocating money for fund•raisers.
•MSUSA Cultural Diversity
Representative Chelsee Florence,
freshman, announced that lITVS
will be having cultural diversity
current events. "I am looking
forward to the delegates assembly
this weekend and hopefully will
learn a lot for next week's meeting,"
saidAorence.
•Finance chair Mark Struthers,
senior, announced that elections for
the finance position will be in two
weeks with openings for chair, two
vice chairs, and eight member seats.
•Public Relations senator
Christy Hovantz, junior, informed
the board Student Government t·
shirts are at the embroidery shop.
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Lukas Johnson/STA.FF PHOTOGIW'HER.

Tables and chairs were moved out of the flood waters in Anton's Restaurant in Waite Park while
the business is temporarily closed for business.
Nancy Gaetz. ''The. bar is the
highest on the main floor so it gets
wet last and dries firsl''
Dave
Gaetz
discussed
improvements to the menu while
Anton's is not open for business.
"You have a chance to step back
and look at improving things," he
said.
"We had discussed this before,
but the flood facilitated us to get
things going sooner," said Nancy
Gaetz.
Dave Gaetz predicts an increase
in business at the time of reopening.
saJe April 7-25. Pakistan night will
take place April 13. English
stressed a concern the Japan Club
has about the lack of educational
insight available to them, such as
job opportunities in Japan. A
survey will be administered to
cultural organizations to find out
what would solve this concern.
•MS USA
Campus
Representativ"e Amy Scotting,
freshman, will be working to
publicize MSUSA around campus
and is looking into a bulletin board.

Brochures for Student Government
are being made.
•Legislative Affairs senator Lori
Wellens, sophomore, announced
the next lobby day is Tuesday April
8 from 7:30 am until 2 p.m..
•Nelson said the city planning
director will be here on April 17 to
discuss city plans and hear SCSU
student government's ideas.
• Nord stated the athletic
referendum will be reviewed next Announcements:
week by Student Government.
•Student Services senator Matt
•Trombley thanked Wellens for
Tn5mbley, senior, will be looking at uixJating the Student Government
how other universities administer web page.
legal aid for students in order to
•Nelson announced that he and
implement a legal aid plan at · another senator are planning at trip
SCSU.
in two weeks to area colleges such
•Cultural Diversity senator as Bemidji, Crookston, and Fargo to
Stephanie English, freshman, review their Student Governments
announced Japan night will take among other things.
place April 26 and tickets will be on

V

"We have a lot of loyal
customers that coine here while
other people's curiosity will bring
them in," said Dave Gaetz.
''This is an old landmark that
can't be destroyed," said Anton
Gaetz. "We have to keep it going."
Anton's was built in the 1920s
and was bought by Anton and
Lorraine Gaetz in January 1973,
offering
only
drinks
and
entertainment.
Anton's menu started very
small, serving meals on paper plates
because there were no water
facilities in the kitchen. Anton's is

SUMMER
RENTALS
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Classic 500, River Ridl!e
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Prices from
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259-4259
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more than a family business to the
Gaetz family.
"Anton's is our life;' said Nancy
Gaetz. "All of us kids have worked
here in some capacity, changing at
various times."
"We've always come out of
flooding pretty well in the past by
our loyal customers realizing this is
completely out of our control," said
Dave Gaetz.
'This isn't a surprise flood," said
Anton Gaetz. "Until it actually
happen~ there isn't anything we
can do.

m
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Men's Styled
Hair Cuts $

1O

Men's hair cuts and all body
perms 1/2 price with Steph,
Jen, or Cyntia through April
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Now Hiring!

SUMMER JOBS

$14.45/hr
Does the idea of making nearly $7,000 this summer
sound good?

Amendment
Repeated the most were the
ideas "Don't trust anyone," and
"Realize they don't 1rust you
either."
Most of the discussion
concerned the issue of mainstream
media citing only Caucasian
spokespeople
or
experts.
Marlow ·posed the'(luestion: Whal
obligation
do
mainstream
journalists have to seek sources
who are minorities?
Pat Doyle, a reporter for the
Minneapolis Star Tribune, said
journalists cannot do what he _ea\ls
"rounding up the usual suspects,"
using the same sources again and
again. But he said seeking out
minorities is patronizing and that
the obligation is to ask the leading
expert.
'The media are not social
engineers," Doyle said.
Rolo said the reason minorities
are seldom featured as expct1s is
because the people making the
decisions are usually white.
Mengelkoch agreed, but added
that it is not an intended
consequence. She also said that if
change is to occur, management
needs to make a commitment
before reporters will make the
effort.
Another argument against this
JX)Ssible obligatory minority search
became part of the second panel
discussion, ''The Elders are
Watching." The i_ssue of stereotypes
was confronted during the
discussion, and Marlow pointed out
that you cannot aJways tell that
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someone is a minority. Marlow is
Native American, but said he is the
"anti-stereotype" because he does
not "look" Native American. In
fact, he was once asked while in an
interview at a monority-operated
radio station to prove his Native
American heritage. The man hiring
him asked, "What is the point of
being Indian if you don't look like
one?" The man conducting the
interview was fired.

There is no
such thing as
objectivity.
Kent Nerburn
AUTHOR

Loren Daikichi Omoto, Native
American Journalists Association
executive director, said "At worst,
media coverage of Native
Americans reinforces stere01ypes."
Dr. Kent Nerburn, author, said
all people come with biases in
language and history as well. He
explained that we rarely hear
anyorre say "white boy."
According to Nerbum, the boy's
race is understood. But if we are
speaking about a' Native American
child, most people will say "Indian
boy."
"Historically," Nerbum said,

"most people think about
Columbus being {lle first to set foot
on American soil. People rarely
remember that this land was
originally occupied and gradually
taken
away
from
Native
Americans."
Dr. Nancy Harles, interim
director of SCSU American Indian
Center, said images from the days
of John Wayne have been
perpetuated. She w1ce spoke to a
group of third graders who had
been asked to draw a picture of an
Indian. Not one child, Harles said,
drew an Indian in modem dress.
In· fact, the children drew
teepees and Indians wearing full
headdresses. Because most Native
Americans know the stereotypes
people have against them, Harles
said it is important for journalists to
gain respect from the people they
want to interview. She said to be
honest, open, avoid a missionary
attitude, concentrate on approach
and understand the protocol and
norms of the culture.,
' Bringing subjectivity to the
table is important, according to
Nert,um. ''There is no such thing as
objectivity, so put subjectivity in
your stories," he said. "It will show
anyway, so acknowledge it."
He also said that it is important
for journalists to get as many voices
as they can. He suggested talking to
the elders, especially the women,
who are usually the heart of the
community. Or talk to the man who
fixes everyone's cars and knows
everyone.

Roadway Express is now hiring summer casual dockworkers. This position involves loading and unloading
trailers in a warehouse environment. Applicants must be
I~ yrs old.

Apply in person today, April 8, 9am-3pm in the
Itasca Room of Atwood Center. Please allow one
hour to complete the applicaton
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"113
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Roadway Express is an ,:\A/EOE employer. Qualified
minority and/or female applicants are encouraged to apply.
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your free Wisconsin Dells Employment
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Films
"Mi Puerto Rico"
6 p.m. Apr 10, 13: 8 p.m. Apr II. 12
Atwood Theater- Free Admittance with SCSU ID
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Robert Delutri
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The broad support for the vision
and leadership of President Bruce
Grube.
"I've onJy been here eight years,
and during those eight years, I've
worked under 1hree different

presidents already," Holder said.
'That kind of change-over is not
always good for an institution. We

looked a long time for Grube. We
like the direction he wants to take
the university. He is the kind of
(person) to provide us the

leadership we've been looking for."
Among

other

things

the

assessment
noted
was
a
commitment
to
technology
evidenced by the planned $30
million library, which will JX)Sition
the uniyersity for strong leadership
in the 21st century. Also, the team
gave thumbs up for the initiative to
undergo a strategic planning

process.
'This is the best overaJI picture

we

have

to

document

our

i~titution," Holder said. ''This will
be a meaningful process and
document. It is not something that
will sit on the shelf and collect dust.
It will connect with our ongoing
basis for narrowing the focus of our
strategic planning committee."
The accreditation team served a
dual role as evaluators and
consultants. Two of the suggestions
the team made in its consultant role
were: SCSU should develop a
comprehensive
information
technology plan and should
establish an institutional research
users committee to ensure the
development of data processes
needed for planning and decisionmaking.
"Actually, we were hoping they
would point out these areas,"
Holder said. "For us, the merger
process with MnSCU has not
allowed us to fully install any large-

Kristine White/STA.FF PHUTOCRA.PHER

Members of the Women in the Wind motorcycle club examine a 1995 custom pro-street at the motorcycle show and swap meet
Sunday in Halen beck South. Tracanne Nelson, (left) a senior criminal justice and applied psych major, is president of the 16 member
St. Cloud chapter. Marge Nelson (middle) and Sandra Bredeson (right) wonder wijh Tracanne if the custom miniature blinkers would
be bright enough - thus the puzzled expressions.
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The summer before college
Kraemer's parents asked him about
his sexuality. "I was so scared I just
about crapped my pants," he said
"How do you bring up a subject
like that?'' Kraemer rhetorically
asked the audience. "You can't just
sit down at dinner say 'Pass the salt
- oh, by the way, I'm gay."'
His parents originally reacted by
telling him he had a week to get all
of his things and get out of the
house. A five hour discussion
followed in which they told him he
was an embarrassment io the
family, and that homosexuality was
disgusting and
awful.
''There were
very
hurtful
things that were

she was a lesbian, she fainted, then
vomited, according to Kaufman.
"She still wishes it were, you
know...." said Kaufman.
"My (whole) family doesn't
know," said LaBossiere. "I haven't
told them." But he noted his mother
probably knows. "I think your
mother knows everything," he said.
He does have a few siblings that
know he is gay. "Coming out to
them was very positive. It doesn't
affect anything. I'm still their
brother. They still love me
unconditionally."
For students with friends or
family that might
be coming out,
Kraemer offered
some advice.
"Don't ever
them
I have blue eyes, approach
about
it,"
In the end his '/ have blond hair, Kraemer
said.
"Show
them
:~e~~s·ici~~ciit~ I'm six foot four, through actions or
vocabulary that
170
you're open about
bette, about it
it. Thank them for
now."
. trusting
you
Robert Kraemer
enough to tell
But living in a
SoPHOMORE
you," he said if
small town the
rumors flew, '1be
someone does tell
women in the salon were saying you.
'Did · you know that Bobby
:•Don't ignore them, keep on
doing things with them that you
Kraemer is gay?'"
Both of Kaufman's children normally do, LaBossiere added.
know
she
is
a "You reaJly find out who your
lesbian, even though she is still friends are," he said of coming out.
For more infonnation, the
technically married.
According to Kaufman, her son, Lesbiin G<:1-y Bisexual Transgender
now 20, is fairly accepting. Her 18 Resource Cen(er provides support
year-old daughter, however, still and services on campus. It can be
attends high school and has had to reached at 654-5166. For friends
deal with friends who make fun of and family of homosexuals, there is
her because her mother is a a Central Minnesota chapter of
Parents, Families and Friends of
homosexual
"When the lcids were little, it Lesbians and Gays. They can be
was easier to protect them than it is reached at 252-5189 or 743-2358.
as they get older," Kaufman said.
When Kaufman told her mother

;:if;~, !~::;'.

?;~;;.:• ~:;

I'm
pounds
and I'm gay.

To stay in touch with campus news,
read the University Chronicle.
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It'~ Time to
Take Off...

CAREER

•TRENDS
.for 2000 and BEYOND
Do You Know WhaL.
"!--IOT' Jo~ will be in the ~ ?
9.KILL9. you will need to 9.UCCEED?

Food•Fun•Sports
Daily Lunch
Special
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Kimball Golf Club

Come and hear employment reps from a variety of major
industries and find out what you need to do NOW to
·
succeed in the FUTIJRE!

CAREER TRENDS for
2000 and BEYOND

$19 9•TAX Student Membership
Valid Mond ay, Thursday & Frida y
• Unlimited Play

Featuring:
• 18 hole s,
• Full pro-shop and
• Driving range

Atwood Theatre

April 9
3:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Sponsored by: Ca reer Development Council, Residence Hall Association, BCIS Club,
Society for Human Resource Management and Career Services.

Group. and private lessons available
from golf professiona l s Frank Thomas
and Gary Pl a nte .
(320) 398-2285

JEFF's
TOTAL SOOY PIERCING

~
PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

RISING PHOENIX
' TATTOO STUDIO
16 - 21s1 Avenue South
St. Cloud. Minnesola 56301
For Appointment or Consultation
Cal/ 320·255-7305 or 320-393·2654

Do

something
for
Somebody.
VOLUNTEER.

At ca.,.,,my/3D-

.

Ke~. you can g,ve the
gift of h~e and eam money
to pay for your
memories of e,pnng br.eak.
•
Thou5and5 of
people JU5t like yoo rely ot1
plasma product5 to live
healt hy rormal live5. Your
dot1ation is so important to
, ~ (Ali~ others, you are compensat•~ ~ \3Y' ed for your time.
·
Plasma donat ioos are completely e,afe & ea~,y. You can
use thiS t ~ to study, relax, or remember the good times
with your fnend5 on Spring Break '97.
For more lnformatlOl'l or to schedule
an af.lJOint.ment call 259-6300.

,
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· Newman Center. The Catholic Church on Campus.
396 Fi rst Avenue South

Community Bio-Resources
2019
•Mon.-. Thurs.
Fri.
Sat

Stearns Way.
6 a.m. 6:30 p.m.
6 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
0

MASS : SATURDAY: 5:JO P. M.
SUNDAY: 9 A. M.. 11 : 15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261
OFFICE: 251-3260
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'Super sophs' lead -SCSU
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU baseball team will

look for help from mother nature in
hopes of playing all their scheduled

STAFF WRITER

St John's University.
Due to deadline restrictions, the
results of Monday's SJU, SCSU

£ame was not avai lable.
1be Huskies are scheduled to

lake on the University of
Minnesota-Morris this afternoon at
I :00 p.m. at Dick Putz Field.
It will be the third time in a week
that the Huskies have played UMM
and sophomore outfielder Mike
McKinney who hit two homers last
week against Morris said both
teams will be ready to go.
"I lltink the games will be closer
this time around," McKinney said.
"If we can put some runs on the
board and play good defense, we
should come away with another
win."

Sophomore pitcher Nathan
Winter and junior pitcher Matt
Oelschlager provided SCSU with
five solid innings each, as both
picked up their first wins of the
season.
"We got two solid pitching
performances last week," said
sophomore second baseman Tim
Boland. "It's nice to see the pitchers
pitch well and once these guys get a
few innings under their belt, their
confidence will go up as well."
So far this season, McKinney

Kristine While/STAFF PH{Jf(JGRAPHER

Sophomore's nm Boland (left) and Mike McKinney will be players to watch, weather permitting,
in SCSU's three games this week. Boland led the team last season with nine homers and
McKinney hit two homers last week in the Huskies' 10-0 win over University of Minnesota-Morris.
and Boland have provided the
Huskies with plenty of offensive
punch at the plate.
McKinney picked up four hits
including two homers and Boland
picked up three hits including two
doubles.
McKinney said the early season
power that the Huskies have shown
isn't a surprise, but the power he has
supplied is kind of a surprise.

"With (Boland) batting third all
year, and some of the other guys
who have stepped in, I feel very
confident that if I get on base,
someone will drive me in,"
McKinney said.
McKinney added that being the
lead-off hitter on this year's team
puts his job of getting on base more
important so the guys behind him
can drive him in.

Batting lead-off, my job is to put
the team in the best situation
possible. Sometimes (coach Denny)
Lorsung gets frustrated with me,"
McKinney said. ''At times, I don't
see as many pitches that I should,
but if I see a strike come across the
plate, I'm going to hit it."
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Inconsistency plagues Huskies
by-Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Sunday was not a good day for
the SCSU softball team.
After winning four of six games
played over the weekend, the
Huskies dropped a 2-0 decision
Sunday to North Dakota State
. University, eliminating them from
the
Northern
Iowa
Dome
Invitational tournament.
Things took a tum for the worse
Sunday night as the charter bus was
left stranded in Faribault, Minn.,
due to an accident which forced
Interstate-35 to shut down.
"There was a 35 car pile up,"
said SCSU.head coach Sue Becker.
"We sat at a truck stop for three
hours and didn't get back home
until midnight. Fortunately, no one
was hurt."
Prior to the accident, the
Huskies (18-6 overall) began the
weekend tournament on a positive
note after winning a pair of games
Friday afternoon.
SCSU defeated Mankato State
University 1-0 in the first game,

Huskies
slay the
Dragons
by Ryan Voz

games beginning Monday against

SCSU hit four home runs in the
first game which the Huskies beat
the Cougars I0.0.

Cbronide/9

behind a solid pitching perfonnance
While SCSU struggled to score
from freshman pitcher Karissa runs in the first game, they erupted
Hoehn.
for a six-run first inning followed
Hoehn pitched a complete game by five more runs in the second
shutout, allowing
inning en route
three hits and
to
a 16-0
striking out ten
blowout
of
Mankato batters.
Concordia-St.
Hoehn said
Paul.
the pitching at
Brueske hit
the Invitational
her
second
was solid;but the
home run of
pressure didn't
the day with a
affect her on the
three-run shot
mound.
in the first
"All
the
inning.
teams had good
Freshman
pitching," said
second
Hoehn. "It didn't
baseman-Mary
Karis_
s
a
Hoehn
,
really add too
Libbesmeier
SCSU FRESHMAN PITCHER
much pressure
had two hits
on me. We have
including
a
a good offense,
two-run homer
but we just were having trouble in the third inning.
getting the bat on the ball."
Freshmen
pitchers
Adria
SCSU junior third baseman Carlyon and Shannon Vickerman
Jody Brueske provided the only run combined for the three-hit shoutout.
of the game with a solo homer in
Saturday, the HUSkies dropped
the sixth inning. The homer proved their first game of the InvitationaJ
to be the game winning run.
falling to Augustana College 5-1.

We have a good
offense, but we
were just having
trouble getting the
bat on the ball

Augustana pitcher Heidi Kriech
allowed five hits in seven innings
pitched to pick up the win for the
Vikings.
Hoehn picked up the loss, but
pitched her second co"mplete game
of the weekend giving up two
earned runs and striking out 11.
Defensively,
the
Huskies
committed three errors which led to
three unearned runs for Augustana.
''All around, it was not a very
good game for us." Becker said.
"We started the game off with an
error and it seemed to take away
from our aggressiveness the rest of
the game."
In the second game, the
Huskies' bats again were silent as
Wisconsin-River Falls brought at0 lead into the fourth inning.
SCSU scored once in the fourth
and once in the sixth inning to
escape with a 2-1 win.
Brueske again supplied the
offense going two-for-three and
scoring both runs for the Huskies.
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Sometimes playing conditions
can affect the outcome of a game or
a match.
However, for the SCSU
women's tenni s team they
overcame
adverse
playing
conditions Saturday, as they beat
Moorhead State University 9-0 in a
match played at Moorhead.
SCSU No. I singles player Susy
Cronick said the Huskies overcame
an old and worn playing surface,
which was the cause for slippery
and fast skips. "I was
kind of nervous because of the court
speed and the bad playing
conditions," Cronick said.
The Husky sweep over the
Dragons gave SCSU their first
sweep of the season. "I was real
happy on how we played, and I
think we adjusted (to the courts)
better than Moorhead did," head
coach Larry Sundby said.
Earlier this year, the Huskies
beat the Dragons 8-1 on Feb. 28 at
the St. Cloud Tennis Center. "We
had beaten them earlier, and this
time around we seemed to play
them even tougher." Sundby said.
The Huskies' only loss in the
first match on Feb. 28 came as the
No. I doubles team of Cronick and
Karissa Egge fell (9-8) in the tiebreaker match to Andrea Nelson
and Jenny Wagner of Moorhead.
This time around Cronick and Egge
were able to gain revenge· as
Cronick and Egge beat Nelson and
Wagner 8-4.
Sundby said one particular
highlight from the Moorhead match
came in the No. 6 singles match,
where Maria Ritchie beat Vicki
Bitzgain 6-0, 6-0. Sundby said
Ritchie's play has been on and off
again, but Saturday she put it
together.
"I frequently rotate at the No. 6
singles, and it was her tum to give it
:~~;j~~-~und~ said. "She did a
Cronick said, from what she
remembers in the past, the Huskies
will tackle much of the same
playing condition this weekend as
they play Friday and Saturday at the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
and the University of WisconsinStout.
"We are all playing well, so I am
confident we are going to do good
down there." Crof!ick said.
The Huskies will play Wmona
State University, Bemidji State
University, and Saturday at Eau
Claire and the U of W Stout in
Menomonie, Wisc.
"It's going to be a cha1lenging
weekend, but I think we will be
competitive against all of them,"
Sundby said.
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Tracksters impressive in first outdoor meet
Meinert, Zins, and
Pooler each win
twice at Mankato
State Open

(

by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite
subpar , weather
conditions, the SCSU men's and

women's track and field team had
an impressive outing Saturday at

the Mankato State Open.
The men's team had a strong

;i~: f:~dfre:;h1~1:we~!:;!~
Michael Pooler.
, Zins- took first place in both the
shot put throw, with a throw of 483, and the discus throw with a
clistance of 144-0.
Pooler'stimeof 15.56in the 110
high hurdles, and 57.03 in the 400
hurdles gave him two first place
finishes.
Overall, head coach Tracy Dill
said the team perfonned well.
"Being it rained most of the day
and it was our first outdoor meet of
the year, I thought we had a really
good meet," Dill said. "There were
tillles when it rained harder out
there, but everyone dealt _with it, so
it was fair for everyone."
Freshman sprinter Chris Barth
edged out teammate Scott
Stemweis, sophomore, by seconds
in the 400 dash, with a time of
50.91.

File photo

SCSU junior Carey Meinert clears a hurdle in a practice earlier this season: Meinert was one of the
three different Huskies to win in two different events in Saturdays Mankato State Open.
Sophomore distance runner
Greg Sorenson's time of 16:27.58
inthe50C)().meterrunwasgood for
another first place finish for the
Huskies.

F~hman Mike Jacobs edged
SCSU sophomore Joe Seifert in the
high jump with a leap of 6-2.
Seifert's jump of 6-0 gave him
second place.

Junior Carrie Meinert led the
women's team with first place
finishes,withatimeofl5.19inthe
100hurdJes,andaleapof5-4inthe
high jump.

Meinert said it felt good to gel
back in the heat of things after the
layoff from the indoor season.
"It was a good start for our first
outdoor meet," Meinert said. "Due
to the weather, we were lucky to
even have a meet, but it was nice
seeing everybody do well."
Meinert edged OIJ.t teammate
Tonya VanErp, junior, in the 100
hurdles.
Meinert said the competition
within the team for the top spots is
a positive for the Huskies.
"It can take on different
meanings from different people,"
Meinert said. "I think it just shows
the kind of depth this team has and
in practice it really keeps us on our
toes knowing the talent on this
team."
VanErp did finish first in the
long jump with a mark of 16-2 1/2.
"(Van&p) really had a great
meet," Dill said. "She's a multievent athlete and we wanted to give
her the opportunity to do it."
Freshmen sprinters Nicole
Bergh and Theresa Elmert each had
first place finishes.
Bergh's time of 1:03.57 in the
400 dash and Ehnert's time of
1:12.57 in the 400 hurdles were
good for first place.
Junior distance runner Stacy
Hauboldt finished first in the 3000
run, with a time of 10:53.36, and
second in the 1500 run (5:02.12).
"It's hard to judge after one
meet, but we had an excellent
effort," Dill said
SCSU's next meet is Saturday at
the St. Thomas Invitational.
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES

CRAIG BEDNARZ

1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

1-800-450-2056

Wanted:
Ad
Reps

$10,500 or $127*/mo.

Skills needed:

1997 RANGER XLT

• Design and
layout

/-94 &HWY25
MSRP$13965

• Communication
• Quark
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WE'LL PAY YOU $35.,!9~.
TOWARD YOUR DIPLUMA.

Pr.emiere Student Housing
c-+ Heated Swimming Pool
~ FREE

Parking/Outlets

c-+ Sanci Volleyball Court
c-+ Heat and Water Paid
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
~

Microwaves/Dishwashers

c-+ Air Conditioning
c-+ Large. Storage Room
c-+ Frost-free Refrigerators
c-+Laundry Facilities
~ Vending Machines

c-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
c-+ Individual Leases
c-+ Pleasant. Quiet At,mosphere

Call 252-2633

1

You can earn more than $18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment ....and another $7,124 if
you qualify for the Montgomery GI Bill ... plus help
in paying off a qualified student loan up to $10,000,
if eligible.
You'll usually serve one weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training. And you'll serve with an
Army Reserve unit near your campus.
Over $35,100 toward college--for part-time
setvice.
Think about it Then think about us. Then call:
252 _2 212 in St. Cloud or vistt us at www.goarmy.com
Bl ALL YOU CAIi BE:

ARMY RESERVE

Photoshop &
Illustrator a
plus

• Marketing a
plus
For more
information
or to apply,
stop by the
University
Chronicle at
SH 13 or call

Samara at
255-3943.
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Men crush Johnnies 8-1 Softball PAGE9
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EOITOR

The SCSU men's tennis team
continued their hot streak Thursday
by defeating St. John's Universi1y
8-1.
The lone SCSU defeat came in
the No. 2 singles match where
senior Chris Slack lost to SJU's
Andy Wubblcs 6-4, 6-3.
SCSU head coach Jay Schlorf
said the match between Slack and
Wubbles was a hard fought one that
could have gone either way.
"Slack has been a solid
petfonner for us all year," Schlorf
said. "He had a match that just
didn't go his way. I think if he
would have played (Wubbles)
again, (Slack) would beat him."
Slack did get some revenge as
he and Kyle Freske, junior, won

their No. 1 doubles match 8-5.

Slack and Freske lost to
Wubbles and Mick Willette in the
first confrontation earlier this

season.
"We had a solid doubles
showing from everyone," Schlorf

said. "It was good to get that point
at the No. I doubles spot, because
we lost that point last time around."
Senior Jason Muhl and
sophomore Nick Kettenhofen won
8-0 in the No. 2 doubles match over
SJU's Joe Stametz · and Mike
Kennedy.
The Huskies rounded out the
doubles swf!!!p with a No. 3 match
win 8-1, by sophomore's Aaron
Slack and Scot Cook.
Both Aaron Slack and Cook
won their singles matches.
Aaron Slack held on in three sets
defeating Kennedy 6-2, 6-7, (7-6),
6-1.
"Aaron struggled in the second
set," Schlotf said. "He couldn'1 put

the nail in the coffin, but the third
set he regained his cQnfidence and ·
his forehand and ba~khand became
more consistent."·
Cook won his No. 5 singles
match 6-7, (7-2), 6-1, 6-0.
Schlorf said the most impressive
win came al No. 2 singles where
Muhl defeated SJU's Dan
Knoblath 6-0, 6-1.
"Muhl is really starting to play
well for us," Schlorf said. "He's
been working real hard on his game
and started weightlifting to improve
his strength and it showed because
he really smoked Knoblach."
Freske continued playing well at
the No. I spot, beating Willette 4-6,
64, 6-2.
1be other JX)int came from No. 4
singles where Kettenhofen downed
Joe St.ametz 6-2, 6- I.
"We're really playing with a lot.
Qf pride and it seems like the team
is on a mission." Schlorf said.

Carlyon pitched a four-hitter to Becker said. ''We had a lot of
pick up her second win of the runners in scoring position, but we
weekend.
just couldn't get the big hits.V
In the third game, Hoehn
Despite winning four of the six
pitched another masterpiece en games played in the tournament,
route to her second shutout and the Hoehn said the loss to NDSU was a
team's third ;hutout of the real disappointment
weekend.
. "II was a very disappointing
Hoehn struck out eight batters loss," Hoehn said. "(NDSU) is not a
and allowed only two hits in very good team 1and they didn't
SCSU's 4-0 win over St Xavier.
have that great of a pitcher. We just
Freshman infielder Stacey couldn't take advantage of her at the
pla1e:•
•
Shoenrock had three hits.
The four wins the Huskies
"That was the first time: all year
picked up over the weekend earned we played like a young team,"
them a second seed at Sunday's Becker said. "We didn't show the
single-elimination tournament.
consistency it takes to win a
That is when the Huskies fell to tournament. In order to do well in
NDSU 2-0 eliminating them from tournaments, we need to start
the tournament.
playing more consistent ball."
Bison pitcher Sanih Bosch
Weather pennitting, SCSU's
pitched the complete game shutout next game is scheduled for this
"We had three innings against afternoon at Selke Field in a
NDSU where we stranded "runners double-header against Southwest
at second ~ third with no outs," State.

scsu PAGE9
Weather forces
Huskies to play
waiting game
Wednesday afternoon the
Huskies are scheduled to take on
their first North Central Conference
opponent South Dakota State
University.
1be weather at Brookings, S.D.,
has been less than friendly, as flash
flood warnings may wipe out the
coolest scheduled for a I:30 p.m.
,;tart_

Boland said the unpredictable
weather can get frustrating, but the
team still has to remain focused.
"You can't count on anything,"
Boland said. "You got your
schedule and you go out there
expecting to play. It gets confusing
to be bouncing around all the time,
but that's Minnesota."
McKinney said the main thing is
to mentally prepare that there will
be games played.
"I think you have to go out there
everyday expecting thbre is going to
be a game;' McKinney said. "
The Huskies wi ll look to
improve on their 3- 14 overall
record and Boland said the Huskies
need to have a good weekend in
order to keep up their momentum.
''We're looking to win a bunch
of games in a row," Boland said.
" There is no reason why we should
lose any games this week."
McKinney said the wins are
important, but playing well is going
to be the key.
"A sweep is not a must situation
this
week," McKinney
said
"Whether we win or lose, we have
to play well. In the next three
games, if we play weJI we should
win our fair share of games."
While the Huskies have a lot. of
new faces on this year's team,
McKinney and Boland are two
players that will be looked at to lead
the Huskies on the field.
McKinney said that the team
does have new personell, but the
team is still filled with experienced
players.
"I don't look at the age by who's
the leader on the team;· McKinney
said. ''If people look at me as a
leader, it's because I go out there
and give 110% and try to set a good
example through my work ethic."

as retirement income, the mu«ey y ou don't send
to \Vashington can work even harder for you.
arc tax-deferred annu ities designed to help build

What else do S RAs offer? A full range of

additional asscts - rnoney that can help make the

investment choices and the financial expertise

difference between living and living well after

of TIAA-CREF - Amcrica's laq:;:est retirement

your working years arc over.

organiz.1tion~

Contributions

10

your SRAs are deducted

· from your sa lary on a pretax basis, so you pay
les~ in.'taxcs now. And si nce earnings on your
SRAs arc also tax deferred until you receive them

To /ind out more, s1op by your benefits office
or give us a call at I 800 842.2888. We'll show
you how SRAs <.·an lower y,J/lr tax~s.

Do it today - it couldn't hurt.

Visit us on the Jnterne t at www.tiaa-cref.org
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Canada downs USA 5-4 in overtime
Canada gets late third period goal to erase 9oa!'scored by USA's Paradise
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Saturday night at O!,!troit's
Joe Louis Arena, SCSU senior
Dave Paradise joined forces with
his fellow Americans.
Paradise was one of twenty
American collegiate hockey
players picked to play for Team
USA in the first ever World
University
Hockey
Championship.
Team USA was coached by
Michigan State's head coach
Ron Mason, and Colorado
College's Don Lucia.
Paradise
said
Mason's
coaching techniques were good
considering the circumstances.
"(Mason) did a good job,
especially since a bunch of guys
who never played together only
had a few days to get used to
each other," Paradise said.
The game got off to a good
start for Team USA as they took
an early 2~0 lead behind goals by
University of Michigan's Harold
Schock and Providence's Russ
Guzior.
Schock's goal at 5:32 of the
first period was USA's first shot
of the game on Canada
goaltender Matt Mullen.
Canada's Kevin Powell
converted on a short handed goal
giving them a 3-2 advantage.

Team USA tied things up at
the 16:50 mark of the second
period on a goal by University of
Minnesota's Brian LaFleur.
Lafleur led Team USA with a
goal an.d an assist.
Eighteen seconds into the
third period, Paradise came in on
a 2-on- l breakaway, and scored
on a shot that went off Mullin's
stick.
His goal gave the Americans
a 4-3 lead.
Paradise said that goal was
one of the bigge&t goals he has
ever scored.
"It really felt good," Paradise
said of the go ahead goal. "To
score a big goal that put us in the
lead in the third period was
really a good experience."
USA looked like they had the
game in hand until Canada's J.P.
Davis scored the tying goal with
:09 left in the game.
Canada's Greg Clancy scored
the game winning goal I :46 into
overtime lifting the Canadiens
over the Americans 5-4.
Despite losing, Paradise said
the experience a memorable one.
"I've never played for a team
that represented my country
before," Paradise
said.
"Wearing the red, white and
File photo
blue was definitely a great
experience and hopefully I'll SCSU senior Dave Paradise was one of 20 American collegiate hockey seniors picked to compete
get to do it again."
for Team USA in the World University Hockey Championship played Saturday in Detrott, Mich.

CHECK

OUT
THE

WORLD
Top L to R: Timothy Gwost, Preshman, Major English
Dan Hooper, Preshrnan, Major Engineering
Bottom; Jamie Moon, Major International Relations

ARMY ROTC SALUTES
OUR
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS.
Every year Army ROTC awards
thousands of merit-based scholarships
to qualified students aroW\d the coW\try
and right here at Saint Cloud State
University. These scholarships pay most
tuition, as well as books, lab fees and an
allowance of up to $1500 per year. But
more than that, ROTC is the one course
that develops your leadership abilities
and confidence, qualities that lead to
success.
For more information call Captain
Mark Lundtvedt at (612) 363-2717 or
stop in at the Department of Military
Science in the basement of the Old Gym.

i

ARMY ROTC
THE SMAKl'EST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAIi lllKE

THAT

AWAITS

You!
The Center for
International Studies
has 13 programs in
Europe, Latin America,
and Asia. Contact the
center for more
information.
Phone 255-4287

.
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Unsigned bands duke .it out in Quarry

r-

· Photos and Story - ,
by

Lukas Johnson
L

STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHER ~

A stage lit with spotlights is the battle
ground, and winner takes all. A battle
between the unsigned bands took place

Wednesday evening in the Quarry.
The event consisted of four bands:
Woodstove Pete, Iz Wuz, Frozen TI!

Thursday and the Impediments. This event
was put on by the University Program Board
to showcase the young talent on campus and
the rewards were many.
First place winner Woodstove Pete
received a paid four hour recoriling slot at
AytJ st~dios, a spot on KVSC's Monday
Night Live and a hour slot at this year's

Mississippi Music Fest. Second place winner,
Iz Wuz, get to show off its ta1ent on WHMH660 AM Homegrown radio program and is
the alternate perfonner for Mississippi MusiC
Fest. The third place winners, Frozen TI!
Thursday, took ho_me many certificates to
some near-by establishments.
At right, photos of the judges (Mary
Mc~nald, Joseph Steck.ling, Jay Wentworth,
Can_Ness) and the winning band members
(Kyle Kutz, Tom Herbst, Doug Wunderlich,
Lance Bukowski.)

GLOW shines a new light on feminism
New women's liberation group works to educate, tackle issues
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

specific issues •of concern to
women. Some of the topics GLOW
will deal with are sexual
harassment, domestic abuse,
abortion, and pornography.
"We want to infonn people
on what feminism's all about
and get rid of some of the
stereotypes blocking the progress
of women's liberation," Miller said.
The members are inviting
women of all ages and backgrounds
to submit stories and poetry for
publication.
According to Miller, the first

talking to girls about issues such as
self-image.
"As women progress through
education and in their jobs, they get
less self-confident," Miller said.
"We want to change that."
GLOW will also be working
with the women's shelter in St.
Cloud and may offer walk-homes
for women late at night.
Right now, the organization is in
the midst of fonning committees to
deal with all their upcoming
projects and brainstorm for other
possible projects.
"We're trying to get some
ideas
out
and
get
representation on campus,"
said Miller.
According to Ruse, they

A new women's organization
has just come to SCSU and the
members are hoping to make a
difference in the lives of women of
all ages.
There are many stereotypes
about feminism and one of the
Growing Liberation of Women's
goals arc to educate students about
what is real and what is a myth.
"We're going to center on
giving feminism a good name,"
said GLOW member Amy
Miller.
The idea for GLOW began
when Miller was attending
Moorhead State, where there
is no women's center. Miller
0
We didn't want tojust
and some friends wanted to
bring women's iss1.1es to the
Sit around and taJk
gel women of color and
campus.
about problems. We
~~~:~e~~nds to jo~~ltut~a~
"We didn't want to just sit
around and talk about
problems," said sophomore wanted to do somethin_g ~e~;!:n~~:~;:1~!:~
Diane Ruse, another member.
about them.
· on campus.
"We wanted to do something
"We don't want to be
about them."
talking about issues from just
Diane Ruse
Since GLOW started at
one perspective," Ruse said.
GLOW MEMBER
SCSU at the end of winter
"We'd like to see more
quarter, the organization has
diversity."
recruited about 20 members, a
issue will be distributed at the end
Currently, the group is meeting
few of which are male. 'They have of the month.
on Wedne~ys at 9:30 p.m. All
begun many projects, including
Another of GLOW's projects students, male and female, are
starting a monthly magazine.
will begin next fall. Members will invited to join. For more
· The magazine will focus on be going to local schools and infonnation call 259-8129.

:i~00.;r_~t i~•~:;:t:

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

GLOW, or Growing Liberation of Women, is the newest feminist
group at SCSU.
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NIGHT SKY A BUSY PlACE THIS TIME OF YEAR
by Eric·J. Hedlund

n

EDITOR IN CHIEF

ancient times, as people endeavored to
find meaning in their lives, they looked up
t the stars and tried to understand what
they were and why they were there.
Some believed the stars were shining
points on a rotating celestial sphere. with

Earth at its center. Celestial phenomena such
as comets and eclipses, seemingly random
occunences to ancient people, were portents
· of doom, since disaster seemed to follow their
appearance.
As science matured, superstition was
slowly replaced by scientific theory and facl
Rather than bad omens, they became.balls of
primordial ice. dust and rock, left over from
the creation of the solar system.

The brightest comet?
Mark Nook, associate professor of
astronomy, has been director of the SCSU

Observatory and Planetarium for seven years.
He has been watching Comet Hale-Bopp for
several months now.
'"The neatest thing about it is it's bright,"
Nook said. "I've been watching comets for
25 years and studying them for 17, and I've
never seen one even close to this bright"
The "Great Comets" are the brightest,
most visible comets. The Great Comet of
19IO, Halley's Comet, is still part of this
group, but Nook feels Hale-Bopp could be
added to that exclusive list.
"I'm not going to be surprised if, a couple
years from now, people are talking about the
'Great Comet of 1997," Nook said.
One reason Hale-Bopp originally made
national headlines is its extreme visibility to
the naked eye.
"It just kind of hits you in the face," Nook
said. "The tail is long, the coma is bright. It's
pretty unmistakable."
According to an infonnation packet
written by Daniel Green, associate director of
the Central Bureau for Astronomical
Telegrams, Hale-Bopp is the brightest comet
whose orbit passes inside the Earth's orbit in
more than 400 years.

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHaroGRAPHER

Comet Hale-Bopp, Its massive tail clea~y visible, continues its slow journey across the sky. It has been estimated that HaleBopp last appeared more than 4,000 years ago, Hale-Bopp may not make another appearance for about 2,400 years.
"This comet has a good chance to be the comet. Hale-Bopp's coma is several million
best-observed comet in the history of miles in diameter.
mankind," Green says in his statement.
At the same time, two tails are formed Part of a comet's official designation the dust tail, which has a yellowish color, and
Hale-Bopp's is Comet C/1995 0 I (Hale- the blueish ion tail. Nook said the dust tail is
Bopp)- is the name of the person who first the most visible part of Hale-Bopp.
observes and reports the comet to the Central
Nook said April is the best month in which
Bureau for Astronoffiical Telegrams in , to view Hale-Bopp. During May, the comet
Cambridge, Mass. In the case of Hale-Bopp, will diminish in brightness and eventually
it was discovered separately by AJan Hale in disappear beneath the horizon.
New Mexico and Thomas Bopp in Arizona,
within minutes of each other July 23, 1995.
Star show
As a comet gets closer to the Sun,
Slowly, silently, the object rose. The light
radiation from the star heats the comet's
nucleus, which is nonnally 1-IO km in faded, turning slightly orange before dying
diameter. The heat causes the ice in the comet completely. The outline of the object became
to sublimate, or tum from a solid into gas, almost indistinguishable as darkness
creating the coma, a fuzzy cloud around the descended and tiny pinpricks of light
appeared above. In the background, Richard
Strauss' "Also Sprach Zarathrustra" boomed
and the stars began to spin.
The object was not the black monolith of
"2001:ASpace Odyssey," it was the star ball
of the SCSU Planetarium in the Math Science
Building. 1bc music was added for dramatic
effect.
Brian Gracek, senior chemistry major
with minors in physics and astronomy, helped
put on a presentation Wednesday on St.
Cloud's night sky, constellations and the
stories behind them.
Gracek explained how the well-known
star group the Big Dipper is actually part of a
larger constellation called Ursa Major, or
"Big Bear."
.
The two stars which make up the farthest
edge of the Big Dipper's ladle, Dubhe and
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Merak, point toward Polaris, the "North
Star.". Polaris is not the brightest star in the
sky, a common misconception according to
Gracek, but because of the angle of Earth's
orbit, Polaris does not appear to move.
Since it is placed almost directly over the
North Pole in the sky, Polaris has served as a
valuable navigational tool from ancient times
to the present day as a reliable indicator of
due north.
"You can kind of think Of it as the axis that
all the rest of the sky turns on," Gracek said.
Before electricity, the Industrial
Revolution and even the printing press, one
thing cultures had in common were the stars.
Various cultures used the stars to tell stories
and immortalize their beliefs. In the case of
Native Americans, Gracek said, certain tribes
used Ursa Major to explain why robins have
red breasts.
According to legend, Ursa Major - the
Big Bear - is emerging from a cave in the
fall, and four birds are pursuing it. The
leading bird, the robin, draws an arrow from
his quiver and shoots the bear, killing it and
splattering the bird with blood. Since the
robin is a fastidious bird, he tries io wash off
all the blood, but is unable to remove the stain
on ~e~::} ~~c~~~d. splattered on the
surrounding tree leaves, this is why some
leaves tum red in autumn, Gracek said.
"They've explained two things in their
culture as well as talked about when the hunt
begins and ends using the stars," he said.
"Other cultures were able to .know when to
plant and when to harvest."

Four and two bedroom apartments for
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

All units include:
• Off-street parking
• Phone & TV jacks

• Mini-blinds
• Air conditioning

:• ~~~!ri
c::Wc~te :~Tw~fer
Paid heat and water • Microwaves

· ·

Single Summer rentals $100

12 month leases for four bedroom apts.
$18.'Ymonth
Call for a showing! Tom 253-1898 or Paul 2s2-1a1
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The Saint: A prayer for the spying
Kilmer trades his cape & cowl for halo and espionage in a chailenge to James Bond films
by Jason Lethert
FILM CRITIC

As Hollywood cashes in on
nostalgia, a growing source of ·
material is recycled television
shows.
Some recent examples include
surprise hits like the "Brady
Bunch" to blockbusters
like "Mission
Impossible." In fact, the
latter's success is
directly resJX)nsible for
'The Saint," another
60s TV show leaping to

the big screen.
''The Saint,"

originally a series of
books, was played by
Roger Moore, who went onto
fame in the role of James Bond
(just like Pierce Brosnan, who
starred as Remington Steele
before his Bond duties). For the
big screen, Val Kilmer fills in the
lead role of Simon Templar.
Kilmer i's hoping the
espionage trade will give his
career and image a much needed
boost. In 1995, Kilmer starred in
"Batman Forever," but left the
franchise under a black cloud of
criticisms and rumors.
Kilmer needed his next

project, 'The Island of Dr.
Moreau," like a hole in the head .
Numerous production probleffiS
plagued "Island" including cast
and crew friction, a fired director,
and one of the stars (Rob
Morrow) quitting during the
production.
Though all of that can hardly
be blamed on one
person, the fingers
began· to point
squarely at Kilmer.
This was highlighted
by the annoLJncement
that George Clooney
would replace Kilmer
in "Batman and
Robin."

Conversely,
Elizabeth Shue's
star is on the rise
and poised to
skyrocket.

But Kilmer
apparently didn't want to continue
in the cape and cowl anyway.
When he signed on to do 'The
Saint," he effectively quit the Batfranchise because both films were
shooting almost simultaneously.
Kilmer has been frank about his
distaste for "Batman Forever,"
and that he didn't get along with
director Joel Schumacher.
Meanwhile, past co-workers
were airing dirty laundry about
how difficult the star is to work
with.
After "Island," and the

lack.luster perfonnance of "Ghost
and the Darkness," Kilmer is
hoping ''The Saillt" is enough to
{luell all the bad press he's gotten
lately (it should be noted that
some came to
Kilmer's defense
such as "Doors"
director Oliver
Stone, as well as
the director of
'The Saint").

She received
accolades for h~r
last film,
"Leaving Las
Vegas," and does
an admirable job
in ''The Saint."

After the obligatory fireworks
between Kilmer and Shue, the
Saint decides to back out of the
deal. That doesn't fly with the
Russians, who said a hit squad

Noyc.e ("Clear and Present
Danger'') is no stranger to spies or
action, and he puts his experience
to good use. The action is
dissected into a smooth, fluid
flow of motion.

The finished product is a smart,
likeable joyride that when finished,
leaves the viewer pondering what
might have been if aJJ, cylinders
were.firing. Oh well, that's what
sequels are for.

Shue plays a scientist that has
discovered the secret to cold
fusion, the harnessing of nuclear
power at a safe room temperature.
Hopefully she'll do better than
Keanu Reeves in "Chain
Reaction."
''The Saint," a professional
thief and modem day Robin
Hood is hired by the Russian mob
to steal the cold-fusion formula.

· for Shue, the Saini, and the
fonnula. That sends Templar into
a high stakes game of cat and
mouse, with world peace and the
utopian energy source on the line.

Russia,
however, makes a
tired villain. The
cold war is fading
into memory, but
TV and movies
keep trying to tell
us otherwise. The
villains and cold
fusion qmmbo
jumbo fit the plot,
but lack the spark
that rriadc the
classic Bond
villains so
appealing.

The finished
product is a smart, likeable
joyride that when finished, leaves
the viewer pondering what might ·
have been if all cylinders were
firing. Oh well, that's what

The film is sprinkled with
cliches and believability gaps.
They would bog the film down,
were it not for the energetic
charisma of the stars, and the
slick packaging of director Phillip
Noyce.
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--KVS~s ?0th Birthday Party
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Saturday, May 10th, 1997
Friday, May 9th, 1997
KVSC Open House/Tours 10am-6pm
6-lOpm KVSC Socia1Share the Memories
Holiday Inn Legends Bar MVP Room
Hors d'oeuvres and live Blues music

"Alumni On-Air Weekend"
KVSC Open House/ Tours
1-3pm Backyard BBQ
Birthday Bash Concert at the Red
Carpet Bar Relive the memories

Sunday, May 11th, 1997
"Alumni On-Air Weekend"
Open House/Tours 10am-4pm
And more old radio people"than
. you can shake a mij rophone at!

Prizes to win all month. Listen to enter the drawing for a
free _b irthday cake every week. Call in to win hip KVSC T-shirts.

Celebrating 30 ~r!;; of broac:Jcact excellence.

88.1 FM Your Sound Alternative
Studio Request Line 255-2398 • Information/Office Line 255-3066
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EDITORIAL

Self defense class
for women only
teaches defense
against women
Every quarter there is a Physical Education class offered
entitled "Self Defense for Women."
Those registered for the class meet in the Halenbeck
Fieldhouse in the South Wrestling Gym a few times each week.
At the beginning of the hour, the group gathers in a large
circle and starts with a short wann-up. The rest of the hour
focuses on mental preparation and physical techniques for
defending oneself against an attacker.
This class, logically, is created for women and has a sex
restriction noted in the registration·book. The question is, can
women, learning to fight in an environment comprised
completely of women, successfully defend themselves against a
male attacker?
Women are generally lacking in physical strength and build
in comparison to most men. This is not to say they aren't
strong or physically fit. If you stand an average women next to
an average man and compare the differences in their physical
build, the man will have bigger shoulders ·and chest muscles for
sure. This is in addition to his larger frame. He may even be
taller than the woman.
All of these factors create a difficult and possibly dangerous
situation for the women in the class.
To begin with, the class improves one's confidence. It is a
body rush and a power trip to practice throwing and evadirig a
partner. However, a woman practicing these skills on another
woman of similar size and height may not have an accurate
barometer of her s_kill or the difficulty of her task, until she has
applied these skills with a male partner.
This is not to say the skills taught in this class are not
valuable or useful. It is very valuable to have an idea of some
self-defense techniques. This is a scary world. Perhaps class
members would benefit from the techniques taught if they
practiced them in a more realistic simulation with a male
partner.
This way, women would know their realistic abilities
concerning defense, while the mental rush does not result 'in
overconfidence and unsafe behavior.
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Car buying builds character
But it can bring you one step closer to an ulcer
Buying a car was just about
as stressful and confusing as
performing your own root
canal. One wrong move and
oh, the pain.
The very idea of buying a
car was mere fantasy a couple
of months ago,
mainly because I get
excited when I can
afford to buy
groceries.
....
However, I'd
'
been getting more
·
and more nervous
recently. My '81
Ford Mustang - or
"Rustang" as friends and
colleagues liked to call it wasn't feeling at all well.
Lately, I hadn't dared taking it
out of St. Cloud, because
almost every time I did it
broke down.
Despite knowing people
live productive lives without
cars, being a journalist
dependent upon public
transport didn't sound very
appealing. So when my
parents suddenly gave me
several thousand dollars to
buy a car (as a sort of "We
know you're going to
graduate" present), I was
stunned ("They can't afford
thls!"), relieved("] won't have
to pray every time I drive
somewhere!") and grateful ("I
take back all the nasty things I
said about my parents!")
beyond words.
Suddenly, the option to buy
existed. And so I began the
search. I grilled my parents,

friends and co-workers for
salesman brought it down to
sage advice.
just within my range.
My disadvantages were my
Nice car. Very tempting
inexperience with car
offer. I had it checked out by a
sa1espeople, my impatience
mechanic, and it needed about
$270 worth of repair.;, most of
and my dislike of people
pushing things upon me. My
it general maintenance.
After a little agonizing, I
advantages were that
said I'd go for it. A couple
the more irritated I
hours later the price jumped
.
get, the more nitpicky I get, and I had $500. I balked. The salesman
tried with all his might to
a definite, concrete
spending limit.
convince me to buy it. He
The first salesman squeezed a couple hundred
out of the price. We had spent
I encountered
seemed
several hours going over this,
condescending of
and I thought he might do a
my price limit, and (of course) dance on his desk, when I
gave him my final "No."
tried to get me to spend more
("If you spend about $300
It was obvious he wanted
more, I could sell you this
to sell me a car. So he showed
little number.")
me a '90 Ford Tempo. Good
I refused to go up, and I
condition, more bells and
didn't like the '88 Volkswagen whistles than I was even
Jetta he shOwed me, even if it searching for, limited warranty
was the only car
and within my
he would feel
price range.
"comfortable"
Everything I
.'
selling me. I
needed was
Buying a car was there. I agreed.
told him I
would think
just about as They bent over
about it. He told
backwards.
stressful and cleaning it and
me he might sell
it tomorrow. I
confusing as fixing .
thought I could
survive the loss, peiforming your
so I moved on.
own root canal cigarette lighter.
Next
I traded in
dealership, next car. It was a
the ol' Mustang, a bittersweet
red '92 Chevrolet Cavalier,
parting after about five years
owned by one of the
of companionship, and drove
dealer.;hip mechanics. 74,000
away in my new Tempo.
It's been great so far. If I
miles. Priced clearly out of
my price range, but with some make it through the month,
very minor haggling, the
I'll call it a complete success.
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GOP leans right. ..

wayright
One thing I've always been fascinated with is how Republicans
claim in the public eye that mainstream ideology is exclusively
Republican. Over the past few years, the tenn "liberal" has become
a four letter word. A big part of it is due to the ineffectual
lawmaking of the fonner Democratic ~ontrolled c~mgress.
The Democrats had a reality check with the 1994 elections, but
liberalism was not the cause of their
problems. The culprit of the Democratic
MEDIA
downfall was petty quarreling, bickering and
MEDITATIONS
refusal to compromise. Yet, liberalism as an
ideology became an easy target, and was
blamed for every budget impasse and tax
increase. The Republicans would do well to
learn from the Democrat's mistakes.
The Republicans, with their newly
acquired majority, took the election as an
across the h:oard affirmation of their agenda.
Voters, however, haven't allowed control
of both Congress and the White House solely
' BY JASON
lEmERT ,
to one party for quite some time. The country
is not Democratic or Republican despite
what either party thinks. Voters know that when left unchecked
Democrats spend and spend, and Republicans' throw poor people
into the street. The voters want policy somewhere in between.
Democrats seem ready to deal. Republicans on the other hand
see compromise as defeat. When Congress was "negotiating" with
the White House during the 1995 budget impasse,.Gingrich set the
tone·for a rigid Republican·position. Tryingtoforce·the ·President
to cave in resulted in a government shutdown.
There was a documentary on PBS called "Power Politics"
where White House chief of staff Leon Panetta illustrated
Gingrich's rigidity. At one p::,int, Panetta felt they had worked out a
compromise that would satisfy enough of both parties to get
passed, blit Gingrich balked at the deal.
Said Panetta, "Gingrich said 'I won't bring a budget to a vote .
that doesn't have all Republican Congressmen behind it. I won't
even schedule a vote."' Sorry Newt, but you're a history professor,
you should know American government doesn't work th'at way.
Even Bob Dole criticized Newt.
"Sometimes I get criticized for compromise, but if you can get
50 or 75 percent of wh~t you want, it's better than nothing.
Compromise is good," Dole said in the documentary. Dole was
against the government shutdown.
But ~at page in histof)' has been written. Gingrich
miscalculated his clout with the American people, and was forced
to deal with Clinton. If he would have dealt with Clinton in the
first place, he would have saved himself some embarassment.
Now, we're back where we ·started with a new budget debate.
Just when it looked like he was set to approach the deal with an
open mind, we've caught a glimpse of how right wing the
Republican congress really is. Newt was practically castrated by
his own party after making comments about the possibility of
compromising on tax cuts to ensure a balanced budget.
Republicans in both the house and senate blasted Newt
thoroughly and publicly for his coffiments. Gingrich felt the
pressure and was backpedalling almost instantly. Just the mention
of compromise sent the Republicans reeling.
Maybe that is why so many have been screaming for third party
candidates. If Ross Perot is getting as many votes as he does, you
know that voters wants some kind of alternative. Right now, there's
the Democratic way of seeing things and the Republican way.
There's no incentive to cooperate because they see that as a sign of
weakness.
In a multi-party system, you're forced to build coalitions and get
differing perspectives. I'm not sure multi-party is the way to go.
After all, the extreme result for those systems is a fractionalized,
ineffective government. But I do know this, the "our way or the
highway" mentality has got to go. As the budget debate continues,
Amt::ricans might reassess the Republican's leadership. I, for one,
am starting to miss Bob Dole.
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University responsible
for skaters, bicyclists'
I want to respond to the letter from Shawn was not transporting himself. He was doing
tricks off of the marble ledge on the
Sershen (April 4) concerning skating on
southeast side of Headley HalL
campus, First of all, I think he needs to
As for the "5.0'' being off duty, I happen
understand the fa~t that SCSU is responsible
for what happens on its grounds, just like we · to be a lifeguard and a former EMT, and 95
percent of the saves I have ever done in my
are responsible for what happens in our
life have been while I was off duty. As a
homes. So, if something happens at your
citizen, you have the authority to make a
home and you get sued, you pay. Well, if
citizen's arrest. So the argument that he was
something happens on campus, the
off duty really means nothing. It is the
University pays. So where does the
responsiblity ·of the "5,0s" to make sure that
University get its money? From srudents of
course, in the form of tuition and other fees. I university policies are being upheld, on or off
don't know about you, but I personally don't duty, Next time you decide to rag on people
who, while not real police officers, do help
want to pay for someone else's accidents
provide a safe and secure campus for us all,
here on campus.
remember that when you hurt yourself on
The official University policy is that
campus they will probably be the first to
skates, bikes, etc. are allowed on campus if
used for transportation. The second you start arrive to help you.
using them to do tricks, it violates the policy.
If you are doing tricks, you are no longer
simply transporting yourself and you have
Joe Ziskovsky
the potential to injure yourself and others.
Senior
I happened to view the incident from afar
Meteorology
as I walked home that evening, and Sershen

Jews not only ones to
die in Holocaust
I would like to call into
question a quote Dr. Lynn
Bryce made in the March 18
edition of the University
Chronicle. In your story
"Holocaust center opens on
campus," Dr. Bryce is quoted
as saying, 'The Holocaust
happened to the Jewish
people,"
As a Social Studies major
who attended St Cloud State
University for a number of
years, I have studied the
Holocaust. In fact, I have
taken classes from Drs.
Bryce (Lynn and Scott) and
also history classes which
have a connection to the
Holocaust In all of these
classes,) have learned that

the Holocaust did not just
happen to the Jewish people,
The Jews were an
overwhelming majority of
those killed in the Holocaust,
but were by no means the
only people killed in the
concentration/death camps.
Where in this. quote is
there any mention of the
gypsies, the homosexuals,
the political dissidents and
the countless others who
were sent to their deaths by
Hitler and his henchmen
because they were a threat to
or didn't fit into Hitler's
master race?
Tilis quote is exclusionary
and makes the Holocaust a
Jewish thing only, This

quote disturbs me because
this is not the case. If the
objective of the Holocaust
Cen«;r is to educate, then
let's not leave out part of the
education, Saying that the
Holocaust "happened to the
Jewish people" is only partly
true and means that the
others who have died or were
killed at the camps were not
importan!.fThey were
human, and being a human,
they were important to me.
Dr. Bryce, would you agree?
Brent A. Rekstad
San Francisco State University

Junior
Social Studies/Educatioo
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Housing
1, 2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer
lease. Located on campus Clipper
bus route. Michigan Place
Apartments. 654-8300.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Great amenities, close in location.

Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Summer discounted rents, June,
July and August. $260-$375. Low
security deposit. 654-8300.

1 AND ONLY PLACE TO RENT
for fall 1997. $185/month. Includes

heat, water, garbage and basic
cable. Under new management.
Close to campus. Limited access
building. High Point Apartments.
259-9673.
1-BDRM.APT.
$260/month. June, July and August.
SE side, parking, laundry. Call

Sharon, 654-8300.

1-BDRM. APT AVAILABLE NOW.
$380/month. Heat, water, garbage,
parking

included.

Located

on

campus bus line. 654-8300.

$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 25!/-4841.
1 OR 2-BDRM. APT.
available now. $420-$485/month.
Heat includes. On-site laundry,
located on campus bus line. 6548300.

1 STOP SHOPPING.
Variety of apartments. 1-4-bdrrn.
Close to campus, bus line, parking,
on-stte .iund,y. Call Sharon, 6548300.
2-BDRM. APT. '$490/MONTH.
Heat, water, garbage included, onsite laundry., located on bus line.
654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
$280-$325.
Summer
lease.
Volleyball court, ~icnic tables, onsite laundry. Call. today, limited
availability. 654-8300;
2-BDRM. '$275/MONTH_
3 month summer lease. Close to
campus, on-stte laundry. 654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS. .
Close· to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Properly, 251-8284, 251-9418.

Classifieds

3-BDRM. APT.
.
1 or 2 bath. $360-$375. June, July
and August. A.G., on-site laundry.

654-8300.
3 MONTH SUMMER LEASE.
$115/month, June-August. A/C,

DW., microwave, mini-blinds. High
Point Apartments. 259-9673.

4-BDRM. APTJ$295/MONTH.
June, July and August. Basic cable
included, microwave, DW, AC, miniblinds. High Point Apartments, 2599673.
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Houses, apt. houses and apt.
buildings.
Responsible
and
respectful young adults wanted.
Dan, 255-9163.
$185/MONTH' FALL '97.
Single room in al 4-bdrm. apt.
Includes heat, water, garbage. Basic
cable included also!!! Call today *
259-9673.

Ouring nonnal business hours.
Call Campu_
s Management, 2511814.
AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
fall. Private rooms and four-bdrm.
apts., heat paid, dishwasher, micro.,
NG., cafT!lUS dose. 251-6005.
BALCONIES FOR SUMMERI
$290-$325. June, July and August.
On-site laundry, bus line. 654-8300.

$300/MONTH-4-BDRM. APT.

3115 andBtfg~:<;ZDiwo-bdrm.

710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
$600. Nine month leases. Electric
Heat, free parking. Dan, 255-9163.
ALL YOUR HOUSING NEEDS:
251-1814.
AMENmES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, NC, one and a haff
baths. Riverside' Property, 2518284, 251-9418.
APTS.
Room and efficiencies. Summer,
$99 per month, fall, starting at $169
per month. Three and four-bdrm.
available. Select Properties, 2531154. Sign now and save.
ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM_
apts. Eight locations, close to
SCSU, heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251 •
6005.
AVAILABLE:
Efficiencies/studio/single

rooms.

Summer-living at tliese fine locations:
327 S. Seventh Ave.
310 S. Eighth Ave.
1450 S. Fifth Ave.
523 S. 12th St.
339 S. Sixth Ave.
720 S. Seventh Ave.

Air Cond., Decks,Dishwashers, Microwaves
Not available at all locations

9fl.t,tlmn A« _PTK/14 Oll cfHII' ,W«noll4
1, 2, 3& 4
br. apts.

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: _Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2_ Prices
are per issue.
· Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a s1ariding account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart HalL Forms are inside the door_ All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,

BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. near d.1. and
Cobom's. -Twelve month leases
beginning 6/1 or 9/1. $310-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.

Here's a Bright Idea ...
University North Apts.
Metroview Apts.
Collegeview Apts.
Southview Apts.
University Apts.
Westview Apts.

Policies:

$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
~o-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large bedrooms,
reasonable r_ates for fall. Heat paid.
Riverside Properly, 251-8284, 2518418.

~~: :o~~~irn~I~~~~:;
to campus. 654-8300.
.

Riverside Real Estate
251-9418 or 251-8284
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apts.SE_St.Cloud,jnct.hwy.10and
23. Dar,, 255-9163.

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
or summer and fall.

Call 251-6005

BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on
bus 6ne. $375-$400, twelve month.
l:OLLEGEVIEW.
lease. •$425-$450, nine month'
lease. Jnct. Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan, Four-bdrm: near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
255-9163.
dishwashers. 251-$284, 251-9418.
BRIDGEPORT.
COLLEGIATEVIEW.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers, Two-bdrm. apts. $450. Eleclric Heat
microwaves, security. Heat paid. Spacious, near Hockey Center.
Dan, 255-9163.
Resuhs, 253-0910.
CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Resuhs, 253-0910.
CEDAR SQUARE EAST.

Special: one month free. One-bdrm.
$390, two-bdrm. $410-$445. Lots of
amenities including pool. On clipper
bus line. 251-3617.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1997 summer's best choice. Across
from SCSU! Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared for building
with classic design. New unit and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserved heated
parking, dishwasher, microwaves.
Summer rentals include garage or
reserve parking spot. (limited
number of garages for summer
special). Tour us b/4 u make your
choice! Call 240-0234 to take a look.
CHECKITOl!TI!
Nice properties, great locations. 4,

·. 5,_P avenues, ·one block to campus.

Newly remodeled. EFFICIENCY, 12
month, $345/mo. TWO-BDRM.
APTS., 12 month, $275 each. Fall
$315 each, summer $155 each
THREE-BDRM. APT$. 12 monlh,
$225 each. Fall $255 each, summer
$135 each. ROOMING HOUSE.
Nine-bdrms, ten people. 12 month
$215, fall $245, summer $125. Star
Properties. Phone 267-3291 or 2551274, Greg.

CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat paid, spacious.
Riverside Properly. 251-8284, 2519418.

NOW LEASING!
FdOA'~BDRM:t · '"' •.-. 1
close to campus. Microwave, NC ,
laundry facilities, garages and
parking available. $110 summer,
$220 fall. 253-1320.
F: SHARED HOUSING.
$180-$240 + utilities. Close· to
campus,
yard,
parking,
washer/dryer, sm. dog o.k. Available
6/1. Elaine, 251-6656 or Melanie,
259-4953.
GARAGE AVAIL
at 627 7th Ave. S. Summer, fall.
$40/monlh. 253-1610.

EFFICIENCIES
and one-bdrm. apts., close to
HALENBECK APTS.
downtown and SCSU. Many extras. Private rooms in large two bath apts.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251- ..,Still have fall openings. No roomies?
9418.
We specialize in matching people
that don't have group of four. 259FEMALES:
0977.
Private rooms in two and threeHIGH POINT APARTMENTS.
bdrm. apts. for summer and fall.
Utimies paid; laundry, parking, clean, Under new mgmt. , dishwasher,
microwave, large rooms, A/C,
quiet. 253--0451.
miniblinds. Fall rate-$185/person.
FEMALES TO SHARE APT.
Summer, fall, close to SCSU and
downtown parking. 251-4605.
HOT SUMMER DEALS.
FOR RENT;
One-bdrm., $275/m., two-bdrm.,
Nice four-bdrm. home available $150/m., three-bdrm., $109/m. and
Sept. 1997. Call Rick Theisen at four-bdrm., $99/m. 253-1154.
250-2264 or 253-7373.
HOUSE FOR RENT.
FOUR-BDRM APTS.
Located on 5th Ave., near SCSU. 10
in newer bldgs. Heat paid, bdrms-three bathrooms, off-street
dishwasher, micro., NC, campus parking, all utiltties included. Call
close, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005. 240-3554.

~~~.f;1:rt=~~1~~~:~:n2~~~~~~

FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
Many styles and locations. Heat and
cable paid. 253-1154, Select
Properties.

HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the most
complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163.

FOUR-BDRM. APTS.:
Summer, $125/fall, $218. Call today,
251-1814.

HOUSES.
Great locations, quality living. 7bdrm.-13-bdrm.
Heat
paid,
responsible and respectful young
adults. Dan, 255-9163.
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Out the Perks
at Campus Place
Apartments .·

Now Renting
3 and 4 BRM Apts.
Within Walking Distance to
Campus

Amenities Include:
• Free off-street parking
• FrtX.! $50 gift certificate

fromCoboms
• Free heat, waler, and

ONEANDTW0-8DRM.APTS.
Available summer and fall. Great
summer discounts. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040 .
ONE-BDRM. APT. IN A HOUSE.
Available 6-1-97. Private bathroom
and kitchen. No pets. 253-5340.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. dose to campus
for summer and fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave, A/C, miniblinds, laundry. Yearly rates
available. Campus Quarters, 575
7th St. s. 252-9226.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. .Heat paid, well
maintained bldgs., eight locations,
close to campus, dishwashers,
parking, laundry, Excel P~. Mgmt.
251-6005.

garbage
•Free storage garage for
bikes

RAVINE APTS.
Fall 1997. 253-7116.

• Free study room en our 3
bedroom apartments
•Garages and tuck under
available

ROOMMATE NEEDED
to share three-bdrm. house with two
mature students on east side.
Utilities pd. Free laundry. $240/mo.
202-9598.

Other Amenities Include:
•On site laundry

ROOMS FOR MALE STUDENTS.
Summer rates $99/month. Also
seven rooms available for fall. All
utilities paid. Four blks. to SCSU.
Call 251-5246 atter 4 p.m.

•Controlled entries
• Dishwashers, miCTOwaves,

A/C, and mini~blinds
$199 per person on 4 BRM's
$249 per person on 3 BRM's
Also Renting for Summer
Starting at $125 per person

252-2000
LANCASTER PLACE.
Luxury...ofl~c!r,jj)g;JlJartiJJg at
an affordable price, $210/pe"l'SOn.
Spacious two and three-bdrm. apts.,
modem light oak cabinets, window
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled
entries, attractive grounds, lau11cby
on each floor, garages and plug-ins
available. 252-2000.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and A/C for
the older student. Utilities included.
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
LARGE, TWO-BDRM. APT.
Free off-street parking, laundry,
microwave, newly remodeled, near
Halenbeck Hall. Summer rate-$250,
fall-$480. Call Glen, 251-0029.11 no
ans','fer, leave message. '
M&M SUITES.
One room efficiencies available for
summer and fall. A/C, utilitie& and
expanded cable included. Mature,
quiet clientele. 259-9434.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED.
Good location. Cost negotiable.
Scot, (612) 866-2966.
METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrms. , close to
SCSU, decks, dishwashers. Heat
paid, A/C, security, garages, micros.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.
NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bdrrns. with decks, close
to campus. Garages, security,
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
OLYMPIC II.
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdmi. split units with
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security, garages and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.
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SEVEN-BDRM. HOUSE.
Available summer, $99 per person.
Fall, $229 per person. All utilities
included. One block from campus.
253-1154, Select Properties.

Private bathroom and kitchen.
laundry, parking, no pets. 253·
5340.
·
TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
in four-bdrm. apts. Located across
from Halenbeck Halt. ,Female, rent ·
$199, spring quarter, heat paid,
whinpool, deposit ~50. Call 2400234.
TWO, THREE AND FOUR-BDRM.
apts. for summer only. 259-9434 . •
. WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. units and b~levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
~~:1!$$$~~~'\0~~1:Jea$$$~~~~
info.: (800) 243-2435.
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit card fund raisers for
fraternities, sororities and groups.
Any cafl1)us organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5NISA applk:ation. Call (800) 9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

MOO~LS, ACTORS,
ENTERTAINERS NEEDED.
M/F, ages 0-75+. All sizes for
fashion show, magazine, TV, films,
etc. Good pay. No experience
SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
needed. Bring a snapshot to the
two large bdrms., close to SCSU, Holiday Inn Thursday, April 10, 6:30cheaP-sumrner nd~ fall rates.- 9:30 p.m. For questions, 251-0101.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
RESUMES/COVER LffiERS.
Professional. 240-2355.
SPLIT LEVEL FOUR-BDRM.
townhouse. Summer and fall. Three
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
blocks from campus. 253-1154, Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
Select Properties.
BMWs, . Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
STATEVIEW.
218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
Four-bdrm. units on campus. Two listings.
showers, dishwashers, microwaves,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
SINGLES.
M/F, available immediately. $169 per
month. Select Properties, 253-1154.

(jetti.ng

SUBLEASE SPRING QUARTER.
Single bdrms. in houses/apts. Dan,
255-9163.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdmi. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management 253-091 O.
SUMMER & FALL
'97-98 school year. Two, four and
five-bdrm. apts. $235-$279. Call
259-9283, 252-6697.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
NiC'e, newer two-bdrm. apts. by
Halenbeck Halt. 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
One block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bedrooms. 253·
1154, Select Properties.
TWO-BDRM. APTS, .
summer.
Three-bdrm.
apts.,
summer and fall. Allan, 251-1010 or
253-3488.
TWO-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.
TWO OR THREE-BDRM. APT.
in a house. Sept. through May.

New & Nearly New
bridal gowns
300 in stock

$300-400!
Stop by

'Ifie '.BridalOu.tfet
(tW,! ta

:Fif~~'}/'Ji. Sfap Center)

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
WAS IN ACCIDENT IN ST. PAUL
Witness is a junior at SCSU.
Reward. (712) 735-3305. Ask for
Troy.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY.
Specializing in candids before,
during and after the ceremony.
Professional and courteous, will
work with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will fit into
your wedding day plans. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call 654-8501.
WHAT IF J'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.

hofline. 253-1962. 400 East
St. Gennain St., Suite 205,
St. Cloud.
_WH_Y_C_Lt~P-C-0-UP_O_N_S_
when you can choose the
coupons you're going to use.
Save time and money. For
more info., call (800) 4669222, box 5680.

IMM%ut9111
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At
home. Toll free, (800) 2189000 ext. R-3883 for listings.

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME

~i

procea~ng . mail for
, , national co111panyl Fnle
•11• supplies, postage! No
_ selling! BOnus.-s! ·$S~rt
,, immedia.t ely! Genu. 1ne

II,

$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
lisings.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. For info. call
(301) 429-1326.
A&W NOW HIRING.
Flexible hours, day/evening shifts.
All positions, . competttive wages:
Call Peggy, (320) 654-8653.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
Fooo'lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767, ext. A199.
CLEANING POSmON.
Private home, flexible hrs. 253·
2249, evenings.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Earn to $2000+/mo. plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.). No
exp. necessary. Room/board. Ring
(919) 918-7767, ext. C199.
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R40, 2130 O'Neal
Lane, #127, Baton Rouge, LA
70816.
. EXTRA INCOME FOR '97.
Earn $500-$1000 week~ stuffing
envelopes. For details, rush $1 with
SASE to: Group Five, 6547 N
Academy Blvd. Dept. N, Colorado
Springs, Co. 80918.
HELP WANTED.
$175/week avg. to start. Part-time,
flexible schedule. (Have fun while
you wori<). Call 240-2345.
HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING.
Plus forests, beach resorts,
ranches, rafting companies. Up to
$12/hour. Nation-wide openings.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext.R199.
NOW HIRING.
Part-time sales positions for next
fall: ski clothing, ski hard goods, ski
mechanics. Fitzharris Ski & Sport.
Call Steve or Dave, 251-2844.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
You don~ have to end up behind a
desk or cash register this summer.
Live, play and work in the great
outdoors at a girts summer resident
camp. Put your education to workyou can make a difference in a
child's life. Girl Scout Council of
Greater Minneapolis has these
positions avail: business & program
directors,
health
supervisor,
counselors, lifeguards, art and
nature specialists, challenge course

opportunily!Au"'15AS.E.:
V KC, SUIT)!! l74

1861 N.FEDBIIAL &;IIIT
er.U.ntOOD,PL . 33020
staff, riding staff, trip director, animal
farm specialist. Salary, room and
board, health insurance. June 15August 23. Write/call for applicatioo
packet: Human Resources, Girl
Scout Council of Greater Mpts.,
5601 Brooklyn Blvd., Minneapolis,
MN 55429. (612) 5354602 ext 297
or
e-mail:
plindgren@girlscoutsmpls.org.
AA/EOE.
SUMMER RESORT WORK.
Lost Lake Lodge near Brainerd, MN.
Hiring ·waitstaff and housekeepers.
Intimate resort with uncommonly
good working environment. Room
and board available. 6415 Lost Lake
Rd., Lake Shore, MN 56468. (218)
963-2681. www.lostlake.com/jobs.
html.e-mail:jobs@lostlake.com.
WORKERS NEEDED
for Minnesota Elks Youth Camp,
Nisswa, MN. Male and female cabin
counselors, waterfront supervisor,
lifeguards, craft specialist, naturalist
nurse, and kitchen assistants.
Positions start June 11 and end
August 10. Good pay, plus room and
board. Call (507) 373-6002 for
application and inf6rmation.

For Sale
1991 FORD PROBE.
85 K, sporty, great condition. Asking
$5500. 743-4434.
TWO KISS TICKETS
to the St. Paul show April 22. lowet
level seats, asking face value
$42.50. Call John at 2554505. This
is your last cha11Ce to see a legend!

Personals
CHRIST ANO SATAN
are REAL! "Don't merely listen to the
worn and so deceive yourselves. Do
what it says (James 1:22). Then you
will know the truth and the truth will
set you free!
JESUS ANO SATAN
are pretend. The biblical Jesus
Christ is in danger ot hell fire. "\'Vho
so ever shall say, thou foot, shall be
in dang'f of hell fire." (Matt. 5:22)
Jesus call people fools (Matt.
23:17)(Matt. 23:19(Luke 11:40).
Verbal abuse is thus a perfect moral
example for Christians. (Matt.
12:34)(Matt. 23:15)(Matt. 17, 19, 27,
33)(Luke 11:40)(John 10:8) Those
who threaten others wijh torture are
terrorists. The second law of
thermodynamics
requires
a
boundary to isolate a system. The
universe is unbounded. So the SLT
does not apply to the universe. Dare
to question everything. Atheism is
true.
TO THE CHRIST ANO SATAN
BAffiE:
Shut up! ti's old!
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Take This Job And Love It!
Aria Communications, a direct marketing company with the personal touch,
.is your key to an exciting and fulfilling job opportunity. We provide a fun,
energetic learning environment for our callers representing non-profit and
for-profit organizations national!Y·
Aria callers experience:
• Flexible scheduling ·
• Early evening shifts
• No cold calling
• Competitive hourly wage PLUS performance based bonuses
• Paid orientation and training
• Competitive bynefits, including 401(k) 'and our Earning·& Learning program
• Continuous training
• Personal and professional growth in our fun and supportive environment
If you are a goal-oriented team player with strong communication skills and
a desire to enj~y your work,
Call Us!
259-5206
II

A~'~
COMMUNICATIONS

__________

- - - - - , ~ - -"4(~~. '...

....

~

-

EVll!llll...............

Ritt . G\OX~-X,
603 Mall Germain, Downtown St. Cloud
251-8962
Ragstock has been Recycling For Over 40 Years

Mon-Fri 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat JO a.m.-6 p.m .
Sun noon-5 p.m.

